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Abstract 

Road freight transport is one of the main activities involved in the operation and development of an economy 
and its  practice and organization emphasizes its importance from two points of view: one as it is the necessary tool for 
the establishment and functioning of national and international markets and two because international freight became 
a more significant modern sector in industrialized countries; in many countries as Switzerland or Germany 
transportation is a professional occupation. 

I think that the theme in achieving this article is useful, permanent, necessary, timely and appropriate. Useful 
because the results of this research lead to improved performance in carrying out road freight transport, permanent as 
the theme of the article highlights the fact that road freight transport is a permanent factor promoting and stimulating 
the economic growth, necessary because without efficient logistics  for road freight transport, moving them by land 
would be poor, timely because the dynamics of transport logistics development focus increasingly more on the 
movement of goods and products in space with motor vehicles and towed resources, and appropriate as  the continuous 
improvement of road freight transport is source of income both from the point of view of firms and in terms of state. 

The article aims to highlight a number of synthetic issues related to road freight transport logistics, my 
approach in this research leaves room for future additions that will certainly help performance improvement in 
transportation logistics. 
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1. Introduction 
 
National and international transport is one of the main activities involved in the functioning of the economy and 

its organization can exert a significant effect on the location choice of other activities. Referring to international 
transport as a means of developing and running national and international markets it can be said that the free movement 
of people, goods and services in an area without borders cannot materialize without an efficient transport of people and 
goods by land, sea and air, and steps involved in the functioning of the international market enables it to respond to an 
increasing demand for transport services. Globally, transport is one of the most innovative sectors representing an 
integral part of an economic system. 

Road freight transport of goods means moving goods in space with specialized motor vehicles (trucks). Trucks 
have special mobility, not related to specific fixed installations such as in the case of rail, for example railway lines, 
depots, yards, etc. Because they can get into places where no other transport means have access, it is an indispensable 
component of multimodal transport. By truck, direct transport can be arranged from the supplier to the recipient of 
goods to the country or abroad, avoiding transshipment along with their consequences: costly handling, quantitative 
and qualitative losses, wanderings of packages; thefts etc. [19] 

Road freight transport may be spread nationally - national road freight and internationally - international road 
freight transport. National road freight transport - operation running with road vehicles registered in a country, only on 
the territory of that country. Types of road transport of goods and supplies: general cargo transportation, transportation 
of perishable goods, dangerous goods transport, transport of live animals, transport of goods by weight and / or 
dimensions exceeded, specialized vehicle transport, special transport vehicles, oversized transport. [19] 

As it is widely recognized, transportation and energy is vital for the EU economy; people and goods (products, 
goods etc.) are transported across the continent by all modes of transport, but especially by road.  In EU, 44% of 
transport of goods is done by road compared with 39% by short distance maritime routes, 10% on rail and 3% on inland 
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waterways. As regards passengers transport, road transport represents 81%, compared with 6% rail transport and 8% by 
air. [15] 

As mentioned in the documents of the European Commission, “road is vital for economic development, 
commercial and social integration as it allows free movement of persons and goods locally and regionally. It plays an 
important role in everyday life of European citizens as a means to allow easy access to services and social activities”. 
[14] 
 
2. Body of the paper 
2.1 Literature 

 
In the literature, transport is characterized as a direct cost added to price of the product and any reduction in 

transport costs would lead to an increase in profits, assuming that the price will remain the same. As noted by 
economists, the average transportation cost is between 5 and 6% of the recommended retail price of the product. Also 
the literature mentions the fact that transport is one of the largest logistics costs and could be the cause of the increase 
in the selling price of the products. 

Referring to the logistics concept the Explanatory Dictionary of Romanian language explains it this way: 
1.„” number of shift, organization,  supply of services operation which allow the operation of an army” 
2.„ “methods and means of organizing the operation of a service, of an enterprise etc” 
In the French language explanatory dictionary the logistics concept is explained thus:  
a) symbolic logic that uses a system similar to that of signs of algebra; 
b) part of the military art relating to activities and means allowing the armed forces to carry out its mission in 

the best conditions of efficiency (supply of food and ammunition, maintenance of equipment, etc.); 
c) physical organization (of an enterprise, organizations, etc.). 
In English, the word logistics designates the art and science of management and control of flows of goods, 

energy, information and other resources from the source of production to the marketplace. It involves the integration of 
information, transportation, storage, handling and packaging materials. 

The Oxford English Dictionary defines logistics as follows: "the military branch of the science which aims at 
procuring, maintaining and transport of materials, personnel and facilities." 

From this I think that the notion of logistics encompasses all activities aimed at improving time and space with 
goods and people by grouping and moving them into a more profitable way. Thus, logistics is defined by planning, 
organizing and controlling the flow of goods and materials, and information flows relating to them from suppliers 
through value creation stages, up to the delivery of products to customers. 

Gheorghe Caraiani states in his work "Transport logistics" that over time the demand for transport on the fixed 
date, low-priced, reliable was the one that led to the invention of new means of transport and infrastructure. However, 
the new means of transport must do more: to minimize deaths, negative environmental impact, video disturbance, noise 
nuisance, and fuel consumption. And it shall continue to ensure quick, safe delivery of raw materials, of components 
between centers that need them, and products to final consumers. 

Keeping these requirements in mind, the transport of goods will have the following features: [4] 
• will be effective from the point of view of consumption (through the use of lightweight materials); 
• will not consume only oil; 
• do not interfere or delay for the carriage of passengers, whether on the move or at the port of departure or of 

destination; 
• will move from door-to-door, not only from port to port or from terminal to terminal; 
• will not be delayed due to weather conditions; 
• will add value to the goods by reducing time spent in ports/terminals; 
• will offer customers more options (for example, there will be more options to serve the average speed market 

that exist between oceanic and marine transport). 
Also the literature has outlined three broad issues relating to domestic and international transport: the importance 

of transport infrastructure, internal and external, criteria and procedures for the choice of the types of transport and last 
but not least efficient type of transport chosen. The importance of communications and transport infrastructure to 
promote and stimulate economic growth has been and is one of the most important concerns of the transport policy. 
 
2.2. Theoretical approach on internal and international transport logistics of goods 

 
One of the most important roles that it plays in the domestic and international transport scene is the logistics 

compartment. International logistics assumes compared to the internal one a higher complexity, higher costs and 
changes in the environment. The role of logistics in domestic and international transport is to achieve a key competitive 
position of the company on the market. 

Transport logistics provides the calculation of all activities of the company that are affected by the choice of the 
transport mode, as well as the analyze of total costs of each alternative in part so that the final customer service to be 
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effective, both for the company and the customer. Logistics manager must constantly bear in mind the objective of 
reducing the cost of transport, and it must have regard to the following aspects: 

• analyze the internal and external infrastructures of countries in whose territory goods will flow; 
• choice of modes of transport must be matched to the type of goods to be conveyed; 
• costs associated with each type of transport; 
• the period between the departure and arrival time of the transit carrier; 
• the time of arrival of the goods; 
• predictability which plays a big role particularly in foreign sales by dealers who can make more precise 

delivery promises. 
In order to meet the needs of domestic and international companies, logistic transport compartments engine must 

focus on the quality of transport and in particular on the security of transport from supplier to customer. An important 
role in the activity of transport is played by carriers which offer a wide range of services, from documentation and 
transport, to consultancy, and many companies use their own carriers as export experts. 

If internally the transport is carried out mostly by road and rail, internationally most transportation is done by: 
sea and air transport or mixed use. The choice of modes of transport in international transport is similar to that of 
national markets, the main differences being the importance of water transport and the potential of air transport for 
reducing the costs of storage. 

One of the great and accepted problems in the line of eliminating the congestion of road networks and reducing 
pollution enrolls the development of combined transport using cross-modal systems for transporting goods. Air-naval 
combination use can take advantage of the limitation of cargoes by air on certain routes, to reduce transit times in half 
with a small additional cost. The purpose of these activities is to develop, on the one hand, a faster, safer and less 
harmful traffic for the environment, and on the other hand, the creation and provision of transport of goods and persons 
between the most remote areas of the world. 
 By means of motor vehicles it may be organized direct shipments from the supplier to the recipient of goods 
from abroad, avoiding the transshipments and their consequences: costly manipulations; quantitative and qualitative 
losses; mistakes of packages; thefts etc. At the same time, you can use packages lighter and cheaper, shortage of the 
length of time for the cargo is in the process of movement. At the same time, means of motor transport develops 
technical and commercial high speeds, which is of great importance in the carriage of perishable goods, which require a 
degree of urgency, etc. In long-distance transport, such as the international ones, flow of means of road transport is 
twice higher than that of rail wagons (three races per month, compared with only 1.5 racing, on average), which helps 
to speed up the processes of production and selling, increasing the efficiency of the use of such means. 
 In most situations, the means of motor transport ensures the optimum temperatures for preserving the quality 
of the goods during transport. At export, for example frozen meat must have -18 0C - measured to the bone to meet 
conditions for receipt at the destination, while fresh fruits and vegetables are transported at temperatures 3-4 0C 
temperatures. Due to optimal facilities provided by the equipments, perishable goods do not exceed 1-2% of road 
transportation, compared to about 8-10% by rail. 

With the help of cars it can be ensured successive deliveries at deadlines  that relieve the beneficiary to create 
important safety stock. In this way it is deleted the excessive storage, depreciation of goods during storage, restraint of 
funds money into stocks too high and it creates the possibility of their use for other purposes; importer offers a price 
lower for such deliveries “on schedule”. 
 Auto transport means can be easily redirected, depending on the market situation and other external 
considerations. In the international trade of fresh fruit and vegetables, for example, in contracts of external sale-
purchase appears the practice of current prices from the day of delivery of the goods at the destination. A refrigerator 
with early vegetables, for example, to deliver the cargo to Paris, may be redirected en route to another city in France 
where prices are higher. 
 In comparison with the developed European countries in terms of road and in particular with those of the Eu, 
Romania remains a step lower in terms of maintenance and repair of public roads network, unlike the vast majority of 
European countries which have applied to the road users charges covering full costs. 
 However, with effect from 1 January 2007, with the official integration of Romania into the European Union it 
has been imposed the need for application of directives in the field of Eu road transport for the financial support of 
transport infrastructure and fulfilling strategic objectives to ensure on long-term: improvement of the condition of 
existing public roads through maintenance and reinforcing measures; the creation of the necessary conditions for 
bringing the road network at the level of European standards in the context of the accession of Romania to the 
European Union by major modernization, development of the network of highways and roads and connection to the 
trans-European transport networks (TEN) within the context of the single market to create free movement for goods, 
persons and services, in order to link the regions and national networks through a modern and efficient infrastructure. 
 National roads link major cities and regions of the country, between them and the most important borders. 
Note that in Romania, roads and motor vehicles are in different administration. Thus, highways and national roads, the 
roads of republican interest, lies in the management of the National Administration of Roads (A.N.D.). County roads 
are located in the County Administration, the municipal mayoralties in municipal administration of mayoralties and 
town-street network in the administration of mayoralties of towns. 

To ensure that the means of transport move on national and international roads, their owners should check 
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their technical condition, that is, they must comply with the rules and standards of road safety and environmental 
protection. Motor vehicles and their trailers to be registered in Romania for the first time,  must be approved for 
circulation on the road by Romanian Auto Register. Approval for use on public roads must be requested by 
manufacturers or their authorized representatives or, where appropriate, by the persons who import them or build them 
from pieces undocked and may be an individual or of type. 
  
2.3. Institutions and authorities competent in the field of road transport 

 
Ministry of Transport, as a specialized body of the central public administration, is the State authority in the 

field of road transport and the competent authority which is responsible for the development, modernization, and the 
safety of road transport.  

The Romanian Auto Register (R.A.R.) is the technical specialist appointed by the Ministry of Transportation 
and Infrastructure as the competent authority in the field of road vehicles, road safety, environmental protection and 
quality assurance. In accordance with the legislation in force, the Romanian Auto Register has the following main 
tasks: [20] 

• grant national approvals for road vehicles, systems, components and separate technical entities; 
• grant certificates of conformity for systems, components and separate technical entities of road vehicles; 
• grant individual approvals for road vehicles; 
• periodic technical inspection for certain categories of motor vehicles; 
• approval of technical inspection stations and control the activity of periodical technical inspections; 
• develop national regulations relating to RAR activities; 
• the transposition of the acquis communitarian relating to road vehicles (chap. 1-free movement of goods) and 

the periodical technical inspections (chap. 9 - transport policy); 
• approval of the workshops of assembly, repair and checking of vehicles and their components; 
• certification of the quality management system; 
• participation in the work of the World Forum for Harmonization of Vehicle Regulations (WP 29) of the 

Economic Commission for Europe of the ONU. 
 Most of the private auto transport companies have as their object of execution: transport of goods in internal 
and international traffic with own auto means, for the state and private operators, Romanians or foreigners; making in 
their own workshops the maintenance and repair facilities for the park of motor vehicles and service activity for motor 
vehicles,, regardless of their owners (operators of state or private ones, Romanians or foreigners); preparation of 
professional and amateur drivers; passenger transport and tourism transport; rental of motor vehicles; freight 
forwarding, supply-selling, service and other activities in the auto field.  
According to HG 1289/2011 on the modification and completion of some legal acts in the field of road traffic, the 
Romanian Traffic Authority - A.R.R is the specialized technical body of the Ministry of Transportation and 
Infrastructure for road transport, designated to ensure, mainly: [21] 

a. licensing road transport operators and economic operators carrying out activities related to the carriage; 
b. issue licensing route for road transport operators engaged in the carriage of passengers on regular services and 

special regular services; 
c. certification of enterprises engaged in road transport on own account; 
d. approval of schools of auto drivers and auto instructors; 
e. the register activity for road transport operators, enterprises engaged in own-account road transport and safety 

auditors; 
f. issuance of professional certificates/attestations for specialized staff from the field of road transport; 
g. implementation of the technical rules and regulations specific to road transport, based on the authorization 

given by the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure; 
h. issue of tachograph cards; 
i. management of the evaluation of the impact on road safety, road safety audits, safety inspection and training 

activities, certification, training and refresher training of road safety auditors; 
j. Interministerial Council Secretariat for Road Safety. 
Romanian Road Authority is a public institution with legal personality, subordinated to the Ministry of 

Transport, in accordance with the provisions of article 3, paragraph 1 of the Government resolution No. 95\/1998 on the 
establishment of public institutions subordinated to the Ministry of Transport. Romanian Road Authority is the 
specialized technical body of the Ministry of Transport, appointed to ensure the roadside inspection and monitoring of 
the condition of the road motor vehicles and trailers, as well as the fulfillment of the conditions of operation of road 
transport, inspection and monitoring of compliance with domestic and international regulations concerning the safety of 
road transport and environmental protection, road transport operator licensing, implementation of the technical rules 
and regulations specific to road transport. 

At the same time, the Ministry of Transportation is the competent authority for the implementation of 
international agreements and conventions in the field of bilateral or multilateral international road transport operations 
to which Romania is a party. 
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National and/or international carriage of passengers runs by road transport operators, Romanians and foreigners, 
which hold and use vehicles registered in Romania, driven by persons with Romanian citizenship, or by foreigners with 
the right to work in Romania. International road transports direct or in transit or transportation in the small border 
traffic on the territory of Romania may be run by foreign road transport operators that comply with Romanian 
legislation, international agreements and conventions in the field of road transport, to which Romania is a party. Road 
transport in cabotage regime in Romania (with the departure from Romania, crossing the border and return to Romania) 
are prohibited, if the agreements and international conventions, in the field of road transport, to which Romania is a 
party, do not provide otherwise.  

Public road transport operators in the exercise of their profession have open and non-discriminatory access on 
the transport services market, with the mention that they can carry activities and public road transport only those 
operators who are enrolled in the register of road transport operators, given by the competent authority. In this register 
are included the road transport operators authorized and licensed. 

The transport license is given to public road transport operators, which meet the conditions of good repute, 
appropriate technical endowment, established by the competent authority. It shall be issued by the competent authority 
for a period of five years and shall be endorsed on a yearly basis. If the carrier holds the road vehicles on a rental 
contract, the transport license shall be granted during the period of validity of this agreement, but no more than five 
years.  Transport licenses can be suspended or cancelled in the event of repeated infringements from the specific rules 
on road transport and environmental protection, where one of the requirements for obtaining a license to transport is no 
longer satisfied. 

Making a public carriage of a particular type and a particular type of transport is permitted on the basis of a 
license issued by the competent authority for execution for each vehicle, on the number of movement. This together 
with the other documents lay down by the competent authority, must be on the board of the vehicle on the road and will 
be submitted to the bodies responsible for inspection and control. 

Run-time license is granted for the period requested by the carrier, but not more than one year. It may be 
suspended or cancelled if they are not complied with the conditions imposed on release.  

Organization and management of direct transport activity may be carried out by a legal person (S.A., Ltd.)if: it 
turns out that its aim is the organization and management of the direct transport activity; has employed with books of 
work one or more people with higher education, that meet the requirements of professional competence; 

The documents underlying the issuance of a license to run the vehicle, are, where appropriate, for each type of 
transport: identity card or registration certificate (which shows the consecutive characteristics of the vehicle); table-
annex to registration certificate, certifying the technical inspection valid and unexpired; the certificate issued by the 
Romanian Auto Register (on the level of pollution with particulate matter, for transport of hazardous or oversized 
products, etc.); the certificate issued by the specialized bodies concerned, for each group of dangerous goods, in 
accordance with the European agreement concerning the international carriage of dangerous goods by road (ADR). 

Run-time licenses for vehicles are issued for international and/or national transport and that for international 
shipments entitles the vehicles that meet the requirements of the technical inspection, to undertake carriage of goods or 
passengers in international traffic, having the right to cross the state border of Romania for this purpose. To be noted 
that the international transport of goods can only be carried by road transport operators (natural or legal persons based 
in Romania), with vehicles registered in Romania, and in compliance with international regulations to which Romania 
acceded or is a part of it. 

In the post-war period as the development and modernization of the road at global level and the increase of 
economic trade between the various countries of the world, it was increasingly felt the need for the creation of an 
international road transport organization that promotes this kind of transportation and to defend the interests of its 
members. This was released on March 23, 1948, when it was founded in Geneva, the International Road Transport 
Union (International Road Transport Union – I.R.U). 

Since 1949, I.R.U. received from the Economic and Social Council of ONU (ECOSOC) the status of an 
advisory body. In this quality, even during the debut on the international arena, I.R.U facilitated the implementation of 
the Agreement on the abolition of restrictions and freedom on the road, known as the "Geneva road Freedoms". Still, 
I.R.U. has brought a remarkable contribution to the development of commercial and technical instruments designed to 
promote transport internationally. In the field of transport of goods, it shall be referred to the contribution of I.R.U 
related to.: implementation in 25 countries of the Customs Convention on the international transport of goods under 
cover of T.I.R Carnets; international waybill preparation in accordance with the Convention on the contract for the 
international carriage of goods by road (C.M.R); the creation of the International Association for the transport of 
perishable goods (Transfrigoroute Europe); creation of international mutual assistance (A.M.I); collaboration in the 
preparation of other international conventions relating to: circulation and road signs; transport of dangerous goods 
(A.D.R.); carriage of goods in containers, etc. 
 
2.4. Conventions and agreements of the international carriage of goods by road 

 
In what follows I intend to analyze in a synthetic way the most important conventions and agreements of the 

international carriage of goods by road. 
 T.I.R Convention concluded in Geneva, 15 January 1959, granted advantages of customs to transport that are 
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designed to facilitate international traffic of goods. Our country has acceded to this Convention in 1963. Vehicles 
traveling under the Carnets T.I.R. benefit from elimination of customs points in countries of transit, which causes the 
reduction of the duration of transport and lessens the possibility of spoilage of perishable products.  

T.I.R operation allows for the carriage of goods conducted without unloading and reloading, across one or more 
frontiers, from a customs office of departure to of one contracting party to a customs office of destination of another 
contracting party, or to the same contracting party, in road vehicles, vehicle assemblies or in containers, provided that 
part of the journey between the beginning of the operation T.I.R and its end to be a road route. The goods are moving 
under the cover of a T.I.R carnet, which has a double value: transit customs declaration and guarantee document. This 
booklet is issued to carriers by guaranteeing associations approved by the customs authorities of each country party. As 
a result of the amendment to the T.I.R Convention, entered into force in 1999, access to the carriers authorized by 
T.I.R. is agreed by the customs authority. [22] 

Starting with 01 January 2007, Romania as a member state shall apply the Convention T.I.R.  having regard to 
particularities, European Union is considered to be a single territory in terms of utilization of T.I.R regime. In this 
sense, the T.I.R. carnet can be used in the European Union when: 

-operation T.I.R starts outside Eu and ends in the Eu;  
-transit operation begins in EU and ends outside the Eu;  
-operation begins and ends outside the Eu, with transit through the territory of the EU.  
-operation begins and ends in the Eu, in transit through a third country which is a contracting party to the 

Convention T.I.R. 
 Customs authorities of the country of dispatch, after the customs control to the specific truck, apply to it the 

seals T.I.R. Customs’ bodies of the countries of transit control truck only cursory, checking in particular the state of 
seals. In extreme cases they may require the disposal of seals, which then will be replaced by others, whose number 
will be referred to in T.I.R carnet that the driver carries on with him. 

 Convention on the contract for the international carriage of goods by road (C.M.R), signed at Geneva on 
19 May 1956, belongs to the series of international convention initiated by the ONU Economic Commission for Europe 
(E.C.E). This agreement governs, in a uniform manner, the general conditions based on which it is concluded and run 
the contract of carriage of goods by road, as represented by the bill of lading of C.M.R.  

C.M.R. applies to any international carriage of goods by road vehicles, where for such carriage has been 
concluded a contract of carriage of goods by road, against payment, if the place of receipt of the goods and the place 
provided for the issue, as they are indicated in the contract, are situated in two different countries, of which at least one 
is a contracting country, regardless of nationality and domicile of the contracting parties. Romania has acceded to this 
Convention at 20.11.1972. 

It shall be drawn up in triplicate, signed by the shipper and the carrier. If the goods must be loaded in two or 
more vehicles, or in the case of different kinds of cargo or different batches, the carrier has the right to request the 
preparation of letters of transport for each vehicle used or for each cargo. The letter should contain the following data: 
date and place, name and address of the carrier, the place and date of receipt of the goods, place provided for their 
release, the name and address of the consignee of the goods, the current name and type of packaging, number of 
packages, the gross weight of the goods, the transport costs (cost of transport, taxes, duties, etc.), the instructions 
necessary for the completion of the customs formalities, an indication that the carriage is subject to the regime 
established by the CMR and any other contractual regulations. [1] 

 The European agreement concerning the carriage of dangerous goods on roads (A.D.R.) was concluded 
at Geneva on 30 September 1957 under the aegis of the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe and entered 
into force on 29 January 1968. It shall apply to carriage performed (even in transit) on the territory of at least two 
countries, parts of the agreement and only in their territory. Romania joined the A.D.R. in 1994. 

A.D.R. an agreement between the states and there is no central authority. In practice, the road checks are carried 
out by the contracting parties to the agreement. If the rules are violated, the national authorities can trace the offenders 
by applying their national legislation. A.D.R, itself, does not prescribe any penalty. At the time of the printing of this 
publication, the contracting parties to the agreement were: Albania, Andorra, Austria, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Belgium, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Denmark, Estonia, Switzerland, the former Yugoslav Republic of 
Macedonia, the Russian Federation, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Kazakhstan, Latvia, 
Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Montenegro, Morocco, United Kingdom, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, 
Portugal, Republic of Moldova, Romania, Serbia, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Tunisia, 
Turkey, Ukraine, and Hungary. ADR shall apply to transport operations carried out on the territory of at least two of 
the parties mentioned above. In addition, it is noted that, in the interest of uniformity and to ensure free trade in the 
European Union (EU), annexes A and B of ADR have also been adopted by the Member States of the European Union 
as a basis for regulation of the carriage of dangerous goods within member states and between Member States 
(Directive 2008/68/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 September 2008 on the Inland Transport of 
dangerous goods with subsequent amendments). [13] 

 International Association for the transport of perishable goods (Transfrigorute Europe). The inter-
European organization of professional road transport of perishable goods under established temperature exists from 28 
March 1955, as a result of the initiative of the European Commission of ONU for Europe. 

Note that Transfrigoroute Europe is not a simple association, but a body which promotes economic and technical 
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cooperation at European level, the development of some pricing conventions, the standardization of transport, etc. To 
this body is due to the development of the European agreement on transport of perishable goods, in 1959, which 
provides the procedure for the admission of products to the affiliates manufacturers and importers. Also, 
Transfrigoroute Europe might provide to its members the advantages of an European network of supply of fuels for 
trucks (without an immediate payment), thanks to a contract with German Kraft-verKehr (D.K.V). In Romania there is 
a group of national undertakings which have as their object the transport of perishable goods, though this would be 
imposed, given the importance of increasing shipments of perishable products. 

 Convention on road traffic and the Protocol on road signs. They have been developed in the framework of 
the United Nations Conference on road traffic (Geneva, 1949) and enhanced at the Conference from Vienna (1968).  
They also contain provisions relating to the technical characteristics of vehicles and road signaling codes. Romania 
adhered to these rules by Decree No. road 442/1968. 

 Bilateral agreements and conventions concluded by Romania with individual European countries 
through which the contracting parties shall give each other a series of advantages such as: 

1. does not require establishing quotas for the number of racing and the mutual exemption of any duty and taxes; 
2. reciprocal exemptions of any kind of fees and taxes on a quota of voyages, based on authorization; 
3. partial reduction of duties and taxes for  a quota of journeys;; 
4. granting quotas based on travel authorization with payment in full of the fees and taxes. In general, the 

benefits which they grant to the parties depend on the licensing of transport ruled in the agreement or convention. 
Bilateral agreements and conventions include other clauses, such as those relating to transport documents, the 

settlement of the parties, the procedure for the exchange of documents, etc. They have a particular significance for the 
choice of the most effective routes for the guidance of road transport and goods according to: the transport licenses; the 
level of charges for use of roads and other charges incidental; customs, border formalities; possibility of a supply 
tender; technical assistance granted to motor vehicles, etc. 
 
2.5. The contract of carriage in international road traffic of goods 

 
Contract of road transport of goods is that agreement whereby a company of road transport (carrier) is 

required, in exchange for a charge (charge) to carry, under its guard and within a time certain, a fixed quantity of goods, 
which are to release the recipient indicated by the sender in the transport document. From this definition it follows that 
the parties to the contract of carriage of goods by road are: on the one hand the auto transport company (carrier) and 
sender on the other hand, a person who may be a natural or a legal person. [1] 

The evidence of the contract of carriage in international road traffic of goods is done by the bill of lading of 
C.M.R type. It shall be made out in three original copies signed by the sender and the carrier from which: the first copy 
shall be handed in to the sender at the handing over of the goods; the second copy shall accompany the goods; and the 
third shall be retained by the carrier. Where the goods have to be loaded in different vehicles, or in the case of different 
kinds of cargo or separate lots, the shipper or the carrier has the right to demand the establishment of waybills for each 
vehicle used or for each kind or lot of goods.  

Conventions governing international road traffic of goods do not include provisions concerning the uniform 
prices, leaving that the stability of the price level of transport (shipping charges) to be problem exclusive to each 
country and of each carrier. Consequently, the prices of international freight forwarders differ from one country to 
another and from one carrier to another. 

In other words, the goods forming the subject of transportation must be accompanied by: bill of lading of C.M.R. 
type, commercial invoice or proforma, consular invoice, veterinary or phytosanitary certificate, if applicable, the 
certificate of origin, certificate of quality, specification of goods loaded. 

The price of transport is formed mainly on the basis of cost items, namely: fuel cost, cost of lubricants, the 
maintenance costs of vehicles, tires, depreciation cost, the cost of salaries, travel expenses, the proportion of the 
expenses of the company, other expenses (expenses in foreign currency to purchase permits for movement abroad, 
insurance policy for civil liability abroad, charges on ferry, roads, parking, etc.). 

Therefore, the transport price is depending on the distance traveled, the type of vehicle used and the specific 
consumption of it, the configuration of the terrain and roads traveled state, seasonal and  of climate, etc. They are 
considering issues related to: 

• the goods covered by the transport and if it requires a motor vehicle  specially equipped or with certain 
temperature or a vehicle used or driven to transport goods; 

• deadline for completion of the contract of carriage is or not warranted by the carrier; 
• if it is a special cargo or only one habitual; 
• if the unit value of goods is how or low; 
• if it is a "hard" or "easy" merchandise (depending on the nearest factor, i.e. the space of one tone of freight 

stacked on the vehicle). 
On the other hand, the carrier will take account of the client he is dealing with (if it is a permanent and important 

client or a customer from time to time) and whether the vehicle will be used for the carriage of goods in both directions 
or will be obliged to carry out a part of the course "empty").  

To all this is added the conjectural state of the market of international auto transport services. Ultimately, the 
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equilibrium price will be determined by the ratio of supply and demand of transport at that time. 
 
3. Conclusions 

 
Transport is of particular importance in a logistics infrastructure, for reasons such as: its full cost, time of non-

availability of goods during transportation, the implications of each workflow interruptions, the risk that misleads the 
assessment of "total quality" and, in general, in the assessment of the performance of the logistical balance sheet. 

The share of public transport tariff in the cost of the logistical chain has been evaluated by the World Trade 
Organization (WTO) in the document referring to the Resolution concerning the IRU – there is no trade without road 
transport - adopted unanimously by the General Assembly of the IRU – from 4 November 2005 in Geneva. This 
resolution shows that: 

Transport is an essential motor in the economic and social progress. It moves goods and people and contributes 
to the performance of the services in the world. Logistics sector involves with approximately 6% to world GDP, with a 
total value of logistics operations in excess of 10% of world trade Carriage of goods by road is the central part of the 
logistical chain, whether considered individually or in multimodal operations. Worldwide, trucks carry about 80% of 
cargo on routes by land. Thus, any facilitation of road transport has a beneficial and sustainable impact on the 
economic and social progress and the well-being of nations. [23] 

The offer of transport, in turn, constitutes itself a complex problem that highlights a number of issues such as: 
the means they use; communication ways used; size of the enterprises engaged in transport work. 

The choice of the means of transport is, therefore, a strategic decision and is part of the global logistics of the 
infrastructure implantation, which includes the number, geographical location, size and types of deposits. 

From the analysis of aspects of carrying out international and European traffic road transport of goods and 
persons and on the territory of Romania, we observe the concern of firms that participate in the process of improving 
the quality of this transport sector through the use of new technologies, improving the functioning of the single market 
and the development of the external dimension of the road transport policy. In this context, the department of logistics 
from transport companies increases the efforts so that the logistics processes to implement the demand for goods and 
services in demand for road transport. Road transport companies and other authorities involved in carrying out the 
activity in the sector, but understanding the processes and the logistics trends could develop and implement transport 
policies which meet the needs of current and future customers. 

Logistics through the role it has in this sector may contribute to its development, to achieve the objectives 
proposed, reducing negative environmental impacts through improved use of road vehicles. Enlargement of the Eu, 
membership of Romania, rules on consumer protection, electronic commerce, the rules on environmental protection, 
packaging, storage, etc., are qualitive elements which mark the growing role of logistics in the transport companies. 
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